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It all began when Sylvester DaCunha, Eustace Fenandes and Usha Katrak and their team felt
that they needed a 'little girl to worm her way into the hearts of the housewives'. Amul Butter
had been around since 1945 but was facing stiff competition from Polson Butter. DaCunha felt
that the staid, safe and serious approach to food advertising at the time needs to be changed.
So in 1966 and the Utterly Butterly Amul Girl was born. And for over 50 years now she has been
a rare constant whose charm has endured the ﬁckle public opinion, gimmickry,
socio-political-economic turmoil and tidal waves of amorphous pop culture trends.

"We had the option of being sweet and
playing it safe, or making an impact.
A fine balance had to be struck. We
have a campaign that is strong
enough to make a statement. I didn't
want the hoardings to be pleasant or
tame. They have to say something".

-Rahul DaCunha.

A hoarding from 1981, celebrating the Ganpati festival in Bombay.
Image Link: https://amul.com/ﬁles/hits/amul-hits-1214.jpg

The ﬁrst Amul hoarding from 1966, featuring the Amul Moppet based on the rising popularity of horse racing in then Bombay.
Image Link: https://www.newskarnataka.com/ﬁleman/Uploads/may-2016/Amulu_cartoon_1.jpg

A topical from 1987, commenting on the submarine scam and the Hindujas
Image Link: https://amul.com/ﬁles/hits/amul-hits-1112.gif

Sylvester DaCunha passed on the legacy of this campaign to his son Rahul in the
1990s. With him as the ideator/designer, writer Manish Jhaveri and cartoonist
Jayant Rane form the core team which carries forward this legacy today.

A topical from 1991, commenting on the rapid change of Prime Ministers in
the country.Image Link: https://amul.com/ﬁles/hits/amul-hits-1076.gif

Earlier they used to produce a campaign in a week. Now, with the advent of social
media, they produce four campaigns a week, which ﬁrst goes on social media,
then hoardings and ﬁnally print.The agency got an ideal client in Amul who
trusted them with their brand, their vision and allowed them the creative freedom.

A topical from 2011, paying tribute to the legendary cartoonist Mario Miranda.
Image Link: https://amul.com/ﬁles/hits/amul-hits-1361.jpg

The brand and the creative agency are so much in tune now that the agency can put out
campaign creatives without approvals. The Amul Butter campaign is perhaps the longest
running campaign of the world.

A topical from 2012, about the formation of the Aam Aadmi Party.
Image Link: https://amul.com/ﬁles/hits/amul-hits-1536.jpg

A topical from 2014, in prayer for the loss of children’s lives in the Peshawar
bombings. Image Link: https://amul.com/ﬁles/hits/amul-hits-1962.jpg

The Amul Butter
campaign is perhaps
the longest running
campaign of the world.
It has endured the test
of time owing to its
consistency in its
visual style, its
contextual wit and of
course its mascot.

A topical from 2019, commenting upon the exorbitant spike in onion prices.
Image Link: https://amul.com/ﬁles/hits/amul-hits-2793.jpg

“It is the same way RK Laxman used to approach his political satires. Even his
political satires which were so complex in nature, used to come from a very common
person's perspective. The Amul girl is also like that. She is connected to anyone […]
Nobody can say anything to the Amul girl because she is a little girl. This girl comes
from one of those trademark and mascot eras, 50 years back. We had Asian Paints
mascot Gattu, Air India’s Maharajah, Pillsbury Doughboy. These were then the voices
like the Twitter handle today, through which you could have a conversation. The
Amul girl’s value transfers to the brand value of Amul and thumbs up to them for
maintaining the brand value. Other mascots died because their metaphors were not
universal enough to appeal over time and to live for long.”
-K V Sridhar, former CCO, SapientNitro

A topical from 2020, commenting upon the AAP’s third straight Delhi Vidhan Sabha election victory.
Image Link: https://amul.com/ﬁles/hits/amul-hits-2819.jpg

Car Design Workshop
By Ramandeep Singh, Senior Designer, Grouppe Renault
ASSISTED ANDCOORDINATED BY ABHINEET KAUSHIK

Shashank Shekhar, Project Renault

Transportation Design Student Of Sem-3 and Sem-5 had and Opportunity to
Attend a Workshop on Car Design Organised by Automobile & during the
workshop, Mr. Ramdeep focused on sharing the techniques of reserch, from study
and devlopment, problem solving, design thinking latesrt trends, concept
devlopment and digital rendering.

Transportation Design department
in UID. The workshop was mentored
by Mr. Ramdeep Singh, senior designer
in Result Grouppe, Mumbai, India.

Ramandeep Singh, live demo session

Ramandeep Singh, demo sketches

Students worked for 5 continuos days.
Five days were planned as follow:
1. Research
2.Concept generation
3. Ideation
4.Development of idea
5.Final Presentation

Kathan Sompura, Ideation

Shahshank Shekhar, Project Renault

“Quality of work done by the students of Transportation Design in UID and
infrastructure at UID are quite com mendale”, says Ramandeep.It Was a wrap
after the presentation of each student’s work and a group picture.

Batch of Automobile & Transportation Design students with Ramandeep Singh and faculties.

Aesthetics and Functionality of Jewellery
SHREYA CHORDIA
SEM-3, LIFESTYLE ACCESSORY DEPARTMENT

UID

Jewellery mostly means personal ornaments such as necklaces, rings, bracelets,
that are typically made from various precious/non precious metals, stones,
acrylics, etc. For me, jewellery design is all about aesthetics and functionality.

In this module of
material
handling
we were introduced
to jewellery making
techniques such as
Filigree and Jali
work. Filigree is a
form of intricate
metalwork
made
with twisted wires
of metal, and was
introduced in the
state
of
Orissa
locally known as
‘Tarakasi’.

Other technique- Jali work is a delicate hand carving craft, it is
presented in different sizes, shapes, and designs respectively, where
artisan creates negative positive spaces in metal sheet using his toolSaw frame and saw blade.

We started with cutting straight lines
on the metal sheet [brass sheet] with
the help of hand saw. Then we were
also introduced to the doming
technique, which later were supposed
to use in the jewellery pieces we make.
We also learned to deal with a lot of
new tools, machines and techniques
which helped us make our own
jewellery pieces. We were assigned to
use the techniques taught and also
assigned to use metals such as brass
and copper and make our own
creations fully handcrafted in lab. I also
got to know and understand the
characteristics of brass and copper
which made it easy and time consuming
to make our pieces. It helped me gain a
lot of experience in the ﬁeld and also
was a great opportunity for me during
this module
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